ABORTION AND BIG PHARMA
N

ow, what is sicker than just killing a baby? How about taking the remains of millions of dead
babies and repackaging them into a vaccine and injecting them into adults and children? That’s
just super-sick. I thought babies were useless on one hand (to kill) but on the other hand, Big Pharma
uses their cells and integrates them into vaccines. Or, are babies only good for what they do for you?
Babies are helpless and America has turned them into molecules to help US!

M

ost of the “required” vaccines for children today happen to have recycled baby parts in them.
They contain stem cells from babies. There is only one way to get pre-natal stem cells and
it’s from aborted babies. It’s interesting to force children to vaccinate, on the one hand, and on the
other hand, keep getting an endless supply of free baby parts from mothers who don’t care.
That is called good business: free supplies and huge proﬁts.
Pharmaceutical companies receive
almost free baby parts and then
overcharge for vaccines.

I

t takes one lie (vaccination) to
cover another lie (abortion). The
vaccination industry (ObamaCare)
is the “low manufacturing” and
the abortion industry (Planned
Parenthood) is the “high
manufacturing”. Planned Parenthood
has to start with raw materials–freshly
killed babies–and they provide those
raw materials to the vaccination
manufacturers. The Pharmaceutical
companies further reﬁne the dead
babies into vaccines. The hospitals
become the distributors of dead babies.
The politicians need the hospitals to
bring the raw materials in and
they need the hospitals to get the reﬁned vaccines out. Passing ObamaCare was all about protecting
both sides of the lie. And who loses? Babies in the womb.

I

t’s ironic to me that American’s don’t want their shampoos tested on bunnies, but could care less if
babies are ground up to manufacture their vaccines. Unfortunately, their lucrative vaccine industry
is built on a heap of 60 million dead babies. My opinion is: who cares about keeping someone healthy
if it takes dead babies to make that happen. The death of the innocent shouldn’t be the sacriﬁce to keep
others healthy. Vaccines are supposed to help people, correct? Then why doesn’t the vaccine industry
help the babies in the womb from being slaughtered and ﬁnd other ways to create vaccines (like adult
stem cells)? No. They want the babies. Babies are precious for their stem cells; precious for their DNA.
They are so precious that their own mothers didn’t even recognize how precious they were.
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